### Christ - The Foundation

- **FIRM** (Foundation for stability) — 1 Peter 2:64
- **ORDAINED** (Foundation for sacrifice) — 1 Peter 1:20
- **UNITING** (Foundation for security) — 1 Peter 2:5
- **NAMED** (Foundation for selection - “elect”) — 1 Peter 2:6
- **DURABLE** (Foundation for sureness) — Isaiah 28:16
- **APPOINTED** (Foundation for supremacy - “chief”) — 1 Peter 2:6
- **TRIED** (Foundation for testing) — 1 Peter 2:8
- **INVALUABLE** (Foundation for preciousness) — 1 Peter 2:6
- **ONLY** (Foundation for salvation) — 1 Corinthians 3:11
- **NOTABLE** (Foundation for choice - “chosen”) — 1 Peter 2:4